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Chapter 1 : Home - Oliver Eclipse Alice Springs Photography
Alice Springs (June Newton): Portraits News, Photo Exhibitions 13 July 0 In June's Room, on the occasion of the 95th
birthday of June Newton, who worked under the name Alice Springs, are around 30 portraits, some previously unseen,
from the foundation's collection.

Share via Email Twice a year, on their birthdays, June and Helmut Newton used to throw parties in Berlin for
a few dozen of their closest friends. Although Helmut died in , June still keeps up the tradition: June is now in
her early 80s, though she could pass for 20 years younger. He may have taken centre stage but she was central
to his work - and still is. When the "king of kink" was attacked for his sexualised portraits of women, June
sprang to his defence. Why, she argues, would he spend a lifetime photographing people he loathed? It was the
last exhibition he worked on. He fled Germany when he was 18 and ended up in Singapore, where he worked
as a high-class gigolo before being shipped off to Australia and interned as an enemy alien. After a spell in the
Australian army, he anglicised his surname and resumed his photographic career. He opened a studio in
Melbourne, where he met a young Australian actress called June Browne. All the other girls were really only
about fucking. With her there was another dimension. In Helmut came to London to work for British Vogue.
June went with him, even though her acting career was flourishing in Australia. She found work with the BBC
but Helmut had a rotten time. June, however, found the language barrier insurmountable. Instead she taught
herself to paint, and in , when Helmut was ill with flu, she shot an assignment for him, an ad for Gitanes
cigarettes. It was the start of her own photographic career, under the pseudonym of Alice Springs chosen
blindfold, with a pin and a map of Australia. Hers is clothed yet more exposed. Hers is the woman behind the
mask. The most significant addition in the exhibition was a photo of June embracing Helmut on his death bed.
You will only see the eyes. But I was, and I tried to steal them. And in many cases I did. June also shot the
definitive film of Helmut at work. Like her photographic career, it came about by accident. She wanted to give
Helmut a video camera for Christmas, but he told her he was "a still photographer, not a movie-maker", and so
she bought it for herself. The result was an enthralling documentary, Helmut by June. As with her still
photography, intimacy and truthfulness are its greatest strengths. The shoot was set for Monday. Do we send
the clients home? What do we do? There was no priest and no religious ritual; there were bells instead of an
organ. For the Germans, it was an important homecoming. Not so many Jews have been willing to return to
Berlin. There are still flowers on the grave, and June and her friends have brought plenty more. There is a
photograph of Helmut on the gravestone, wearing a Mona Lisa smile.
Chapter 2 : Alice Springs: Portraits - National Portrait Gallery
Alice Springs -- in reality, June Newton -- emerges just fine from the shadow of her legendary husband Helmut. Springs'
portraits are simple and straightforward, never romantic or conceptual. A nice change from the photos we usually see of
the well known celebrities presented here.

Chapter 3 : MIKE POTTS PHOTOGRAPHY - ALICE SPRINGS, NORTHERN TERRITORY
Revisit Alice Springs's portraits of fashion icons, including Yves Saint Laurent and Azzedine AlaÃ¯a, on view at the
Helmut Newton Foundation.

Chapter 4 : Up Close and Personal Portraits of Fashion's Icons, Including Yves Saint Laurent and His Chih
In June's Room at the Helmut Newton Floundation, on the occasion of the 95th birthday of June Newton, who worked
under the name Alice Springs, are around 30 portraits, some previously unseen, from the foundation's collection.

Chapter 5 : Helmut Newton Foundation | www.nxgvision.com
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Alice Springs is the photographic pseudonym of June Browne who became Mrs Helmut Newton in Born in June in
Melbourne, she grew up on a farm and became a professional actress. During the s she met Newton, who had a
photographic studio in Melbourne, when she was recommended to him for a.

Chapter 6 : Top 10 Photographers in Alice Springs NT | Photography
The book is called Alice Springs: Portraits. I simply assumed it had to be long out of print: it was published a full quarter
of a century ago by a small fine-art publishing house. I simply assumed it had to be long out of print: it was published a
full quarter of a century ago by a small fine-art publishing house.

Chapter 7 : June Newton - Wikipedia
Alice Springs: Portraits by Springs, Alice and a great selection of similar Used, New and Collectible Books available now
at www.nxgvision.com

Chapter 8 : Lisa Hatz Photography | Alice Springs Uluru Photographer
A striking collection of black and white portraits documenting Springs' show in Mexico in Interview with Springs by
Robert Littman and brief biography of the photographer (text in Spanish).

Chapter 9 : William Cook: June Newton's photographs and her marriage | Art and design | The Guardian
A new re-issue gathers photographs by Helmut Newton and his wife, Alice Springs. The German-born photographer's
longstanding creative partnership with Springs has come to be seen as critical to a professional output that saw Time
Magazine brand him 'The King of Kink'. The phrase 'artistic.
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